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the prophet muhammad peace and blessings be upon him who came as a mercy to the world ideal notebook journal composition book to write down your reflections
favourite dua s record your quran reading it would make a perfect gift and can be used for any permissible writing 119 lined pages size 6x9 in the name of allah the most
beneficent and most merciful all the praise to allah and his holy prophet muhammad peace be on him allah says in holy quran whatsoever is in the heavens and whatsoever
is on the earth glorifies allah the king of everything holy all mighty all wise holy quran 62 1 since i read this verse of holy quran and its meaning i was pondering while
everything in the universe is praising allah almighty why are we not able to hear it as my thinking and knowledge matured i realized that every element has a molecule and
its own atomic structure with its own nucleus with electron proton and neutron which forms the particular element few electrons in the atomic structure circulate
around its nucleus which can be seen with the help of an electron microscope then i realized that each element has a life of its own and human ears are unable to hear the
movement of the electrons in it it is surprising as holy quran mentions that the animal beings plants mountains and the birds used to join prophet dawood david
alaihissalaam in his praising of allah almighty and the mountains would swing it is also said that a camel had complained to holy prophet sallallahu alaihi wasallam
about his master mistreating him it is also said that the plants moved away with their roots to cover rasoolullah sallallahu alaihi wasallam when he had to attend
to nature s call in a field it is said that hazrat ali raziallahu anhu could tell what the conch said when it was blown hazrat jalaluddin rumi went into a trance upon
hearing the rhythmic sound at the shop of a gold beater it is also proven that music even affects the milk giving animals to increase its output load bearing animals can
carry load without getting tired early hunters catch the deer that go under trance of music and even plants bear more fruits well the best rhythmic sound is of
pronouncing the verses of holy quran with the best human voice which was even liked by our holy prophet peace be on him even the kuffar non believers used to hide and hear
the recitation of holy quran and enjoy it next enjoyable is poetry with meaningful words and later is the music created by lifeless instruments our holy prophet muhammad
sallallahu alaihi wasallam has permitted singing with tambourine he peace be on him used to enjoy good poetry and he even permitted his companion hazrat hassaan bin
thabit to recite a poetry condemning kuffar sitting on the pulpit of the mosque music is permitted in almost all religions and the hindus of india in particular have
developed it as an art the muslim sufis of chishtia tareeq have also adapted rhythmic poetry and hazrat ameer khusroo may allah bless him has invented certain raagaas
and even developed certain musical instruments hence it is proven that lifeless instruments create rhythm which praises allah almighty even human beings praise allah
almighty and his holy prophet peace be on him through their rhythmic poetry which serves them to get closer to allaahu ta ala it should be noted that music could be
even used wrongly by people just to satisfy their lust and increase their devilish thoughts for this reason the sufis have laid certain rules to gain only the spiritual
benefits and keep them away from its negative effects it is still seen that few deviated sufis are using music for a wrong cause and this has to be stopped in this context i
have collected quotations from holy quran and ahadeeth sayings of famous and rightly guided scholars and sufis on the topic rhythmic poetry and music i hope this
booklet shall remove the misunderstanding from everyone s mind and provide guidance i pray that allah almighty be pleased and accept my endeavors in this regard and may
allahu ta ala send his praises upon his holy prophet muhammad sallallahu alaihi wasallam and his progeny and companions aameen anwar haroon sugar land tx usa
july15 2014 s19design wordpress com my sahaabah radhiyallahu anhum are like guiding stars whoever you follow you will be guided musnad abd ibni humaid 783 this is
the declaration of rasulullah sallallahu alaihi wasallam it is therefore necessary to be well acquainted with the sahaabah radhiyallahu anhum and to then follow in
their footsteps in this light a series of talks were conducted on the life of the great sahaabi sayyiduna abdullah bin mas ood radhiyallahu anhu 1 the booklet in your
hand in an edited transcription of the talks delivered while minor changes have been made the manner and flow of the talk has been retained this will insha allah make it a
lighter read may allah ta ala accept this effort and make it a means of great benefit for the ummah aameen allah azza wa jalla berfirman telah ada pada diri rasulullah
itu suri tauladan yang baik bagimu yaitu bagi orang yang mengharap rahmat allah qs al ahzaab 21 100 sunnahs of the prophet all praise be to allah the almighty none
has the right to be worshiped except allah alone and peace be upon his prophet mohammad sallallahu alaihi wasallam his family wives relatives and companions the
prophet mohammad sallallahu alaihi wasallam is the greatest benefactor of humanity and a source of guidance for all mankind undoubtedly sending of the prophet is the
biggest blessing of allah bestowed upon man the best way to express love for the prophet � is to send peace and blessings upon him loving him following obeying him and
sending peace blessing upon him is an essential part of faith iman of every muslim allah says in the al quran whatever the messenger has given you take and what he has
forbidden you refrain from and fear allah indeed allah is severe in penalty surah al hashr ayah 7 in this book we tried to cover the 100 prophet s authentic sunnahs which
are easy to follow as these activities are already part of our daily life i e sunnahs for waking up ablution prayer by reviving and following these sunnahs we will be
loved by allah fulfill our religious duties preserve ourselves from committing heresies in religion and achieve the religious rituals embark on a journey through the
extraordinary life of prophet muhammad peace be upon him with this comprehensive mcq book navigate through a curated collection of multiple choice questions mcqs
that delve into the life teachings and legacy of islam s final messenger from his birth in mecca to his prophethood migration to medina and leadership of the muslim
community this guide offers a detailed examination of key events and milestones in the life of prophet muhammad tailored for students scholars and anyone interested in
learning about islam s revered figure this mcq book provides a valuable resource to deepen your understanding of prophet muhammad s life and mission download your
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copy now to explore the profound impact and enduring legacy of islam s beloved prophet by reading this book the readers should be able to understand the basic concepts
of shariah to understand the importance of shariah and to analyse and examine the shariah issues nowadays hopefully the readers will gain benefits from this book and
able to understand the shariah principles clearly all praises to the sustainer of the worlds and grace honor and salutations on the chief of apostles and seal of
prophets muhammad his family companions and those who followed him in an excellent fashion and invited mankind towards allah till the day of resurrection this is a
reality which can be stated without any ambiguity and exaggeration that in the islamic world of today the most power full use full and all encompassing effort is the
struggle of the tablighi jamaat whose center is situated at the tablighi markaz nizamuddin delhi india the scope of this effort and its impact is not restricted to the india
subcontinent or asia but extends to many continents and to a host of islamic and non islamic states the history if such campaigns and revolutionary or reformative
movements shows that after passage of a period of time or when the scope of the effort enlarge greatly specially when by means of it the attainment of certain
advantages and leadership become apparent then such weaknesses unwanted objectives and neglect of the original goals set in which reduce or even totally wipe out the
true influence of the work an important glossary of arabic and islamic terms has also been added in order to make the understanding of unfamiliar terms easy for those
students who are attempting the study of the quran for the first time in the english language also a section on the invitation to the quran has been included to bring out
the fervour and anticipation of any muslim with regard to the quran it lends to the book a practical aspect to the approach to the quran along with the other academic
discussions this books entails at present the world views muslims as terrorists and islam a religion of tyranny especially after 9 11 thereafter to my surprise the killing
of muslims right in the mosques and public places around the muslim countries has become every day affair which i never heard in my life earlier while so many sects like
wahabi qadiyani bahai ahmadi parvezi and many others emerged in the course of past two hundred years through the efforts of britain the most cruel and dangerous among
them is wahabi sect formed by muhammad bin abdul wahab najdi of saudi arabia which declared whoever does not follow them among muslims taking their lives property and
their wives is permissible king abdul azeez ibn e saud formed armed group by name ikhwan who mercilessly killed thousands of muslims in najad they killed even women children
and old at taif and throw their dead bodies on the hills they flattened the graves of the family of holy prophet and his companions in the grave yards of makkah and
madinah i got serious in finding out the cause of this bloody change and i happened to read the book tareekh najad o hijaz written in urdu language the book also gives the
details about wahabism so i translated this book in english and named it history of saudi arabia and wahabism the regime of saudi arabia is spending billions of dollars to
spread wahabism in muslim countries as per en wikipedia org wiki wahhabi movement holy book quran in the verse 5 8 says in this regard o ye who believe stand out firmly
for god almighty allah as witnesses to fair dealing and let not the hatred of others to you make you swerve to wrong and depart from justice be just that is next to
piety and fear allah for allah is well acquainted with all that ye do may god almighty guide muslims towards straight path and salvation amen 40 hadith on knowledge
nourishing your soul with the wisdom of the prophet dive into the profound wisdom of prophet muhammad sallallahu alaihi wasallam with our enlightening book 40
hadith on knowledge this collection comprises sayings and teachings of the prophet each carefully selected to illuminate the significance of seeking knowledge in islam
unlock the treasures of knowledge embark on a journey of discovery as you delve into the treasures of knowledge found within the 42 hadith each saying contains
timeless lessons that offer valuable insights and guidance inviting you to embrace knowledge as a path towards spiritual growth and enlightenment the key to
understanding islam in 40 hadith on knowledge you will find the key to understanding the essence of islam these teachings emphasize the importance of knowledge as the
foundation for developing a strong connection with allah and living a fulfilling life in accordance with his divine guidance embrace the path of learning this book inspires
you to embrace the path of learning and self improvement through seeking knowledge you open the doors to personal development deeper spiritual understanding and a
meaningful relationship with your creator the virtue of the seeker discover the virtue of the seeker of knowledge in islam the prophet s teachings highlight the honor
bestowed upon those who dedicate themselves to seeking knowledge for the betterment of themselves and their community a source of guidance and inspiration 40 hadith
on knowledge serves as a source of guidance and inspiration for both the seasoned seeker of knowledge and the novice it empowers you to approach life s challenges with
wisdom and grace drawing from the timeless teachings of the prophet order your copy today and enrich your life with the profound teachings of the prophet muhammad on
islamic religious education and studies in brunei papers of a seminar criticism and transliteration of bustan al salatin a classical malay literature written by nuruddin ar
raniri on yassin a part of surah al quran history of malay sultanates in the classical malay literatures teachings on mysticism of yusuf abul mahasin tajul khalwati al
maqassariy 1626 1699 indonesian ulama study of zubdat al asrar one of his works
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the prophet muhammad peace and blessings be upon him who came as a mercy to the world ideal notebook journal composition book to write down your reflections
favourite dua s record your quran reading it would make a perfect gift and can be used for any permissible writing 119 lined pages size 6x9
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in the name of allah the most beneficent and most merciful all the praise to allah and his holy prophet muhammad peace be on him allah says in holy quran whatsoever is in
the heavens and whatsoever is on the earth glorifies allah the king of everything holy all mighty all wise holy quran 62 1 since i read this verse of holy quran and its
meaning i was pondering while everything in the universe is praising allah almighty why are we not able to hear it as my thinking and knowledge matured i realized that every
element has a molecule and its own atomic structure with its own nucleus with electron proton and neutron which forms the particular element few electrons in the
atomic structure circulate around its nucleus which can be seen with the help of an electron microscope then i realized that each element has a life of its own and human
ears are unable to hear the movement of the electrons in it it is surprising as holy quran mentions that the animal beings plants mountains and the birds used to join
prophet dawood david alaihissalaam in his praising of allah almighty and the mountains would swing it is also said that a camel had complained to holy prophet
sallallahu alaihi wasallam about his master mistreating him it is also said that the plants moved away with their roots to cover rasoolullah sallallahu alaihi
wasallam when he had to attend to nature s call in a field it is said that hazrat ali raziallahu anhu could tell what the conch said when it was blown hazrat
jalaluddin rumi went into a trance upon hearing the rhythmic sound at the shop of a gold beater it is also proven that music even affects the milk giving animals to
increase its output load bearing animals can carry load without getting tired early hunters catch the deer that go under trance of music and even plants bear more
fruits well the best rhythmic sound is of pronouncing the verses of holy quran with the best human voice which was even liked by our holy prophet peace be on him even the
kuffar non believers used to hide and hear the recitation of holy quran and enjoy it next enjoyable is poetry with meaningful words and later is the music created by
lifeless instruments our holy prophet muhammad sallallahu alaihi wasallam has permitted singing with tambourine he peace be on him used to enjoy good poetry and he even
permitted his companion hazrat hassaan bin thabit to recite a poetry condemning kuffar sitting on the pulpit of the mosque music is permitted in almost all religions and the
hindus of india in particular have developed it as an art the muslim sufis of chishtia tareeq have also adapted rhythmic poetry and hazrat ameer khusroo may allah bless
him has invented certain raagaas and even developed certain musical instruments hence it is proven that lifeless instruments create rhythm which praises allah almighty
even human beings praise allah almighty and his holy prophet peace be on him through their rhythmic poetry which serves them to get closer to allaahu ta ala it should be
noted that music could be even used wrongly by people just to satisfy their lust and increase their devilish thoughts for this reason the sufis have laid certain rules to
gain only the spiritual benefits and keep them away from its negative effects it is still seen that few deviated sufis are using music for a wrong cause and this has to be
stopped in this context i have collected quotations from holy quran and ahadeeth sayings of famous and rightly guided scholars and sufis on the topic rhythmic poetry
and music i hope this booklet shall remove the misunderstanding from everyone s mind and provide guidance i pray that allah almighty be pleased and accept my endeavors in
this regard and may allahu ta ala send his praises upon his holy prophet muhammad sallallahu alaihi wasallam and his progeny and companions aameen anwar haroon
sugar land tx usa july15 2014

Supplications Of The Holy Prophet: Muhammad Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam
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s19design wordpress com my sahaabah radhiyallahu anhum are like guiding stars whoever you follow you will be guided musnad abd ibni humaid 783 this is the
declaration of rasulullah sallallahu alaihi wasallam it is therefore necessary to be well acquainted with the sahaabah radhiyallahu anhum and to then follow in their



footsteps in this light a series of talks were conducted on the life of the great sahaabi sayyiduna abdullah bin mas ood radhiyallahu anhu 1 the booklet in your hand in
an edited transcription of the talks delivered while minor changes have been made the manner and flow of the talk has been retained this will insha allah make it a lighter
read may allah ta ala accept this effort and make it a means of great benefit for the ummah aameen

The Classic Resemblance of RASULULLAH Sallallahu 'alaihi Wassalam

2014-09-11

allah azza wa jalla berfirman telah ada pada diri rasulullah itu suri tauladan yang baik bagimu yaitu bagi orang yang mengharap rahmat allah qs al ahzaab 21

Tuntunan Adab-Adab Sunnah Rasulullah Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam untuk Kehidupan Sehari-Hari

2011-11-10

100 sunnahs of the prophet all praise be to allah the almighty none has the right to be worshiped except allah alone and peace be upon his prophet mohammad sallallahu
alaihi wasallam his family wives relatives and companions the prophet mohammad sallallahu alaihi wasallam is the greatest benefactor of humanity and a source of
guidance for all mankind undoubtedly sending of the prophet is the biggest blessing of allah bestowed upon man the best way to express love for the prophet � is to send
peace and blessings upon him loving him following obeying him and sending peace blessing upon him is an essential part of faith iman of every muslim allah says in the al quran
whatever the messenger has given you take and what he has forbidden you refrain from and fear allah indeed allah is severe in penalty surah al hashr ayah 7 in this book
we tried to cover the 100 prophet s authentic sunnahs which are easy to follow as these activities are already part of our daily life i e sunnahs for waking up ablution
prayer by reviving and following these sunnahs we will be loved by allah fulfill our religious duties preserve ourselves from committing heresies in religion and achieve the
religious rituals

AIJAZUL QUR AN : Qur an Everlasting Miracle of Prophet Muhammad

2000

embark on a journey through the extraordinary life of prophet muhammad peace be upon him with this comprehensive mcq book navigate through a curated collection of
multiple choice questions mcqs that delve into the life teachings and legacy of islam s final messenger from his birth in mecca to his prophethood migration to medina and
leadership of the muslim community this guide offers a detailed examination of key events and milestones in the life of prophet muhammad tailored for students scholars and
anyone interested in learning about islam s revered figure this mcq book provides a valuable resource to deepen your understanding of prophet muhammad s life and mission
download your copy now to explore the profound impact and enduring legacy of islam s beloved prophet

100 Sunnah
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by reading this book the readers should be able to understand the basic concepts of shariah to understand the importance of shariah and to analyse and examine the
shariah issues nowadays hopefully the readers will gain benefits from this book and able to understand the shariah principles clearly



INTRODUCTION TO AL-QUR AN

2001

all praises to the sustainer of the worlds and grace honor and salutations on the chief of apostles and seal of prophets muhammad his family companions and those who
followed him in an excellent fashion and invited mankind towards allah till the day of resurrection this is a reality which can be stated without any ambiguity and
exaggeration that in the islamic world of today the most power full use full and all encompassing effort is the struggle of the tablighi jamaat whose center is situated
at the tablighi markaz nizamuddin delhi india the scope of this effort and its impact is not restricted to the india subcontinent or asia but extends to many continents and
to a host of islamic and non islamic states the history if such campaigns and revolutionary or reformative movements shows that after passage of a period of time or
when the scope of the effort enlarge greatly specially when by means of it the attainment of certain advantages and leadership become apparent then such weaknesses
unwanted objectives and neglect of the original goals set in which reduce or even totally wipe out the true influence of the work

PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S LIFE

2024-02-11

an important glossary of arabic and islamic terms has also been added in order to make the understanding of unfamiliar terms easy for those students who are attempting
the study of the quran for the first time in the english language also a section on the invitation to the quran has been included to bring out the fervour and anticipation
of any muslim with regard to the quran it lends to the book a practical aspect to the approach to the quran along with the other academic discussions this books
entails

THE BASIC CONCEPTS OF SHARIAH

2020-05-07

at present the world views muslims as terrorists and islam a religion of tyranny especially after 9 11 thereafter to my surprise the killing of muslims right in the
mosques and public places around the muslim countries has become every day affair which i never heard in my life earlier while so many sects like wahabi qadiyani bahai
ahmadi parvezi and many others emerged in the course of past two hundred years through the efforts of britain the most cruel and dangerous among them is wahabi sect
formed by muhammad bin abdul wahab najdi of saudi arabia which declared whoever does not follow them among muslims taking their lives property and their wives is
permissible king abdul azeez ibn e saud formed armed group by name ikhwan who mercilessly killed thousands of muslims in najad they killed even women children and old at
taif and throw their dead bodies on the hills they flattened the graves of the family of holy prophet and his companions in the grave yards of makkah and madinah i got
serious in finding out the cause of this bloody change and i happened to read the book tareekh najad o hijaz written in urdu language the book also gives the details about
wahabism so i translated this book in english and named it history of saudi arabia and wahabism the regime of saudi arabia is spending billions of dollars to spread
wahabism in muslim countries as per en wikipedia org wiki wahhabi movement holy book quran in the verse 5 8 says in this regard o ye who believe stand out firmly for god
almighty allah as witnesses to fair dealing and let not the hatred of others to you make you swerve to wrong and depart from justice be just that is next to piety and
fear allah for allah is well acquainted with all that ye do may god almighty guide muslims towards straight path and salvation amen

Tabarruk with �th�r of the Prophet �allalahu ʻalaihi Wasallam

2011

40 hadith on knowledge nourishing your soul with the wisdom of the prophet dive into the profound wisdom of prophet muhammad sallallahu alaihi wasallam with our
enlightening book 40 hadith on knowledge this collection comprises sayings and teachings of the prophet each carefully selected to illuminate the significance of seeking



knowledge in islam unlock the treasures of knowledge embark on a journey of discovery as you delve into the treasures of knowledge found within the 42 hadith each
saying contains timeless lessons that offer valuable insights and guidance inviting you to embrace knowledge as a path towards spiritual growth and enlightenment the
key to understanding islam in 40 hadith on knowledge you will find the key to understanding the essence of islam these teachings emphasize the importance of knowledge as
the foundation for developing a strong connection with allah and living a fulfilling life in accordance with his divine guidance embrace the path of learning this book
inspires you to embrace the path of learning and self improvement through seeking knowledge you open the doors to personal development deeper spiritual understanding
and a meaningful relationship with your creator the virtue of the seeker discover the virtue of the seeker of knowledge in islam the prophet s teachings highlight the honor
bestowed upon those who dedicate themselves to seeking knowledge for the betterment of themselves and their community a source of guidance and inspiration 40 hadith
on knowledge serves as a source of guidance and inspiration for both the seasoned seeker of knowledge and the novice it empowers you to approach life s challenges with
wisdom and grace drawing from the timeless teachings of the prophet order your copy today and enrich your life with the profound teachings of the prophet muhammad
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criticism and transliteration of bustan al salatin a classical malay literature written by nuruddin ar raniri
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on yassin a part of surah al quran

History of Saudi Arabia & Wahabism
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history of malay sultanates in the classical malay literatures
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teachings on mysticism of yusuf abul mahasin tajul khalwati al maqassariy 1626 1699 indonesian ulama study of zubdat al asrar one of his works
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